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a b s t r a c t

A multi-phase Tie6Ale4V prepared by electron beam melting and thermal post treatments has been
shown to exhibit increased strength and ductility over standard wrought or hot isostatic pressed Tie6Al
e4V. The mechanical improvements are due to a prolonged, continuous work hardening effect not
commonly observed in Ti alloys. In situ x-ray diffraction and high resolution digital image correlation are
used to examine the strain partitioning between the phases during tensile loading with post-mortem
electron microscopy to characterize the deformation behavior in each phase. Specimens heat treated
between 850 and 980 �C were tested and the effect of annealing temperature on the micromechanical
response is discussed. It is shown that the work hardening is the result of composite load-sharing
behavior between three mechanically distinct microstructures: large a lamellae and a martensitic re-
gion of fine acicular a0 and a third phase not previously reported in this alloy.
© 2019 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-

ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Titanium alloys, Tie6Ale4V in particular, have found wide-
spread use in the aerospace and biomedical fields due to their
excellent strength-to-weight ratio, corrosion resistance, and
biocompatibility [1e7]. However, the relatively low work hard-
ening and ductility of the alloys in comparison to other metals like
steels still restricts their usage [8,9]. The desire for Ti alloys with
increasingly optimized combinations of strength and ductility has
led to the development of alloys with increasingly complex multi-
phase microstructures [3,10]. By tailoring the phase fractions and
morphologies, different balances of strength, ductility, and work-
hardening can be achieved.

Generally, a combination of thermo-mechanical processes is
used to optimize the microstructure. For example, various thermal
forming and annealing techniques have been applied to dual-phase
aþ b Tie6Ale4V to create bi-modal grain distributions that
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balance strength and ductility [11e15]. Post-processing routes for
additive manufactured (AM) parts, however, cannot use mechani-
cal processes to control grain size or morphology because the
printed parts are already near their final shape. Thus, thermal-only
post-processing routes are being explored to tailor new micro-
structures in AM parts [16,17].

Recently, de Formanoir et al. applied a novel heat treatment to
generate a dual-phase aþ a0 microstructure in a Tie6Ale4V pre-
pared by electron beam melting (EBM) [18]. The alloy showed both
higher ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and ductility as-compared to
standard wrought or hot-isostatic pressed (HIP'ed) samples. The
improved mechanical properties were attributed to a composite
work-hardening behavior between the a and a0 phases. The a0

phase is generally considered to be an unwanted brittle phase and
is usually decomposed to aþ b [19e23]. However, recent studies
were able to achieve high ductilities in a fully a0 -martensitic [24]
and aþ a0 dual-phase [25,26] Tie6Ale4V, challenging the con-
ventional idea that the martensite is inherently brittle.

In this study, the source of the work hardening behavior of a
Tie6Ale4V alloy prepared by EBM and post heat treatments similar
to those performed by de Formanoir et al. [18] is determined during
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uniaxial tensile loading. It is shown that the high work hardening is
due to the composite behavior of three mechanically distinct
phases: a lamellae andmartensitic regions containing acicular laths
of a0 and a third phase which has not been identified in literature.
The load sharing between the three phases is investigated in situ
with x-ray diffraction (XRD) and high resolution digital image
correlation (HRDIC) and the implications on hardening mecha-
nisms within the phases are discussed.
2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Material

Blocks of Tie6Ale4V were prepared by EBM using an Arcam
AB® A2 machine with the standard ARCAM melting parameters.
The chemical composition of the powder used is shown in Table 1.
To reduce the number of macroscopic defects inherent to the EBM
process, the blocks were subjected to hot isostatic pressing (HIP) for
2 h at a pressure of 1000 bar and temperature 920 �C followed by
slow cooling in a furnace. After HIP, 300 mm thick sheets were cut
from the block. The sheets were encapsulated in quartz tubes under
an argon atmosphere, to avoid oxidation, and annealed for 2 h at
four different sub-transus temperatures (850, 900, 950 and 980 �C)
to produce different proportions of a=b. Immediately after
annealing, the sheets were water quenched (WQ) to transform the
b phase into martensite. For more details on the EBM process and
subsequent post-treatments we refer to Ref. [18].

For in situ XRD, flat dogbone specimenswere cut from the sheets
by wire electro-discharge erosion and then polished by mechanical
grinding to remove surface defects. After polishing, the gauge
section dimensions were 1.25mm wide and between 270 and
290 mm thick. It should be noted that shallow notches developed at
the edges of the gauge section of the XRD samples during polishing.
Strain concentrations developed at these notches and resulted in
the premature failure of the 850C, 900C, and 950C heat-treated
samples.

In situ HRDIC dogbones were cut using picosecond-pulsed laser
ablation at the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and
Technology (EMPA). The samples were then mechanically ground
using SiC sandpaper with decreasing roughness (320, 600, 800, and
1200 grit) then polished with 3 mm and 1 mm diamond paste. The
final gauge sections were 300 mmwide and between 67 and 80 mm
thick. Final polishing was performed using an OPS suspension for
45min to achieve a mirror-like surface.
2.2. In situ x-ray diffraction (XRD)

XRD spectra were recorded in situ during continuous tensile
loading (initial strain rate 0.0001 s�1) using a miniaturized tensile
machine mounted at the Materials Science beam line at the Swiss
Light Source [27]. Samples were measured in transmission using a
20 keV beam of 200� 500 mm2. Diffraction patterns were acquired
every 20 s with a Mythen II microstrip detector with the diffraction
vector Q perpendicular to the loading direction. During each
diffraction pattern, the machine was rotated± 6� about the loading
axis to increase grain statistics. A PixelLink camera (P-DL729MU)
with inline 2� telecentric lens (Edmund Optics, model #67313)
Table 1
Chemical composition (wt. %) of the Arcam Tie6Ale4V powder used in the EBM
process (from Ref. [18]).

Al V C Fe O N H Ti

Arcam Tie6Ale4V 6 4 0.03 0.10 0.15 0.01 0.003 Balance
mounted above the sample was used to capture images for DIC
analysis. The strain values reported in this study are averaged over
the irradiated section of 200� 500 mm2.

Diffraction peaks are fit using a split Pearson VII function and
the peak position, peak width (full-width at half-maximum e

FWHM), and peak intensity are extracted. The evolution of the
elastic lattice strains is calculated from the change in peak position
of a given fhk:lg reflection (εhk:l ¼ ðdhk:l � d0hk:lÞ=d0hk:l) and can be
used to examine load sharing between different grain families [28].
A positive change in slope of εhk:l vs. applied stress implies that
grain family fhk:lg is taking more load, whereas a negative change
in slope implies that it is taking less load (“shedding load”).
Changes in the FWHM correlate to changes in the dislocation
density within grains or intergranular stress inhomogeneity within
a grain family.

2.3. In situ high resolution digital image correlation

Dogbones were prepared with one of two types of speckle
patterns to perform HRDIC at different magnifications: colloidal
silica e OPS (low magnification) or gold speckles (high magnifica-
tion). The OPS pattern was prepared by dispersing dilute OPS pol-
ishing suspension on the surface of the dogbone using the methods
in Ref. [29]. The resulting pattern consisted of a semi-random dis-
tribution of ~61 nm diameter speckles with an average inter-
speckle distance of 175 nm. The gold speckle pattern was pre-
pared by remodelling a thin layer of gold deposited on the surface
of the dogbone as in Refs. [30,31]. The gold speckles had an average
diameter of 17 nmwith an average inter-speckle distance of 22 nm.
After patterning, EBSD micrographs were collected using a Zeiss
ULTRA 55 FEG scanning electron microscope (SEM). Maps were
taken with step sizes between 80 and 120 nm (20 kV, high current
mode, 120 mm aperture). Raw data was post-processed using OIM
Analysis 7.3 software.

Interrupted tensile load tests were performed using one axis of a
miniaturized biaxial machine (described in Ref. [32]) mounted in-
side of a FEG Zeiss ULTRA 55 SEM. Dogbones were loaded in tension
at a constant total strain rate _εtot ¼ 0:00014 s�1 to five pre-
determined force levels. At each level, the dogbone was held under
constant displacement to avoid extensive creep during SEM image
acquisition. During the hold the stress relaxes. Thus, a delay of
5min was included to allow the sample to relax before image
acquisition began. A series of four SEM images were taken at each
force level during a period of ~40min. During this time, the stress
did not drop more than 4MPa.

High contrast grayscale images were obtained using conditions
described by Yan et al. [29]: an in-lens detector was used at a
working distance of 7mmwith acceleration voltage of 3 kV and an
aperture size of 30 mm. The images were stitched together to form a
2� 2 grid with dimensions of 108 mm� 81 mm (OPS sample) or
16 mm� 12 mm (gold-speckle sample). Each image had a resolution
of 3072 x 2304 pixels. This resulted in an average speckle diameter
and inter-speckle distance of 5 and 10 pixels, respectively, for the
OPS pattern, and 5 and 7 pixels, respectively, for the gold pattern.
Strain maps were calculated from the grayscale images using the
open source 2D DIC Matlab software Ncorr [33]. For both the OPS
and gold patterned-samples, a subset radius of 15 pixels, subset
spacing of 3 pixels, and strain radius of 3 pixels was used. The
minimum subset radius for the DIC software to correctly track the
subsets was found to be ~8 pixels due to the pattern density and
distribution, while a maximum radius of 77 pixels was set by the
software. Low values were used for the subset radius and strain
radius to optimize spatial resolution [29,34], although this in-
creases the strain noise locally. Therefore, a subset radius of 15
pixels was chosen to maximize spatial resolution without
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introducing a large effect from the signal-to-noise ratio.
A dogbone was strained ex situ to correlate macrostrain values

with the piezo motor steps because the displacement of the arms
could not be directly measured in situ due to the size constraints of
the SEM chamber. Unlike the in situ tests, the ex situ test was
continuous. Thus, it is expected that the actual macrostrain values
of the in situ tests are slightly higher than shown due to creep
during the HRDIC imaging.

2.4. Electron microscopy techniques

Pre- and post-mortem SEM and TEM was performed to char-
acterize the microstructure of the material. TEM lamellae were
prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) milling using a Zeiss NVision-
40 FEG-SEM. TEM and selective area electron diffraction (SAED)
were performed using a JEOL JEM-2100F TEM (Institute of Physics
of Materials, Brno) and a JEOL JEM 2010 TEM (Paul Scherrer Insti-
tute). Transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD) was performed using
a Tescan LYRA 3 XMU FEG-SEM (IPM, Brno) and the patterns were
indexed using Oxford Instruments Aztec software.

3. Results

3.1. Material characterization

3.1.1. Microstructure
Themicrostructure of all heat treated samples consists of large a

lamellae surrounded by regions of martensite. The martensite
volume fraction was estimated from the area fraction measured
from EDX V- and Al- element micrographs following the procedure
outlined by de Formanoir et al. [18]. The phase fractions were
measured to be: 850 �Ce25± 4%, 900 �Ce34± 4%, 950 �Ce48± 4%,
and 980 �Ce58± 4%. These values are systematically lower than
those reported by de Formanoir et al. [18]. This can be attributed to
slightly faster cooling rates during the transfer to the water quench
because the samples were thinner.

The a lamellae are approximately 2e4 mm wide and 10e20 mm
long and form a “basket-weave”microstructure typically seen in a=

b alloys [35,36]. Individual lamellae are either single grain or
several grains with low misorientation angle grain boundaries. An
inverse pole figure (IPF) map for the 900C sample is shown in
Fig. 1a. The IPF is generated from an area three times larger than the
map. In some areas large colonies of grains with the same orien-
tation have formed due to a preferred orientation relationship with
the parent b grain [15,35].

TEM micrograph and IPF map obtained by TKD (Fig. 1b and c)
show that the martensite regions contain fine acicular a0 approxi-
mately one order of magnitude smaller than the a lamellae. The a0

laths exhibit a heavily twinned/faulted microstructure typical of
Tie6Ale4V martensite [19]. The laths appear to have no preferred
crystallographic orientation (Fig. 1c), but are known to have a
specific Burgers relationship to the parent b grains with 12 possible
variants [37]. The seemingly “random” texture is likely due to the
absence of preferred variant selection during the martensitic
transformation. A large distribution of a0 lath sizes is observed in all
samples, but larger laths are observed in samples annealed at
higher temperatures.

The lattice parameters of the a and a0 HCP phases shown in
Table 2 were calculated from the XRD patterns (Fig. 2a). During the
anneal, Al and V partition to the a and b phase, respectively. The
solute atoms are then trapped during thewater quench, resulting in
Al-enriched a lamellae and V-enriched martensite regions. The
lattice parameters of the a0 phase are systematically smaller than
the a phase due to the larger mismatch between the size of the Al
solute atoms and Ti. The effect of partitioning is visible in the
increasing a and c lattice parameters of the a0 and the c parameter
of the a phase as the annealing temperature increases. The varia-
tion in initial peak intensities between the different heat treat-
ments is suspected to be due to the limited number of diffracting
grains as the crystallographic textures should be similar for all
samples.

3.1.2. A third phase in the martensite region
Additional XRD reflections, marked by arrows in Fig. 2a, were

observed in all un-strained samples. Two distinct peaks were
observed for all heat treatments near 2qhk:l ¼ 24:2� and 2qhk:l ¼
16:0�. Additional peaks were observed as “shoulders” on a peaks in
the 850C sample (shown in insets in Fig. 2a). As the a lamellae
consist of large single grains (Fig. 1), the additional peaks should
come from the martensite regions.

It was examined whether the peaks are due to a second set of a0

grains under preferential residual stresses from themartensitic b/
a0 transformation. It has been observed that the b/a0 trans-
formation results in strong residual stress development due to the
large orientation differences between adjacent a0 laths [38]. How-
ever, the large difference in 2qhk:l between the additional peaks and
the a0 peaks makes it highly unlikely that the shift can be explained
by residual stresses alone. Considering the 900C sample, the
additional peak in the initial XRD pattern at 2qhk:l ¼ 24:22� would
correspond to the f11:0g orientation. The residual elastic lattice
strain, calculated directly from the difference in 2qhk:l between this
peak and f11:0g a0, would be 2.5%. Although the residual stress
tensor cannot be measured by our diffraction setup, the elastic
modulus along the ð11:0Þ direction, E11:0 ¼ 96� 105:5 GPa [39],
suggests a tensile residual stress on the order of 2.5 GPa, which is
significantly higher than the UTS of the materials measured in this
study (Fig. 3) and by de Formanoir et al. [18]. Similar calculations for
the 850C, 950C, and 980C samples would give residual elastic lat-
tice strains of 2.6%, 1.9%, and 1.5%, respectively. Therefore, it is much
more likely that part of the peak shift is due to a chemical differ-
ence, i.e. the presence of a third phase not previously identified in
this material (henceforth, “Phase-3”).

The Phase-3 peaks can be indexed with either orthorhombic
(OR) or HCP lattice parameters. Indexing as HCP (not considering
residual stress) yields lattice parameters that decrease with
increasing annealing temperature between a¼ 2.956± 1e-4 Å and
c¼ 4.684± 3e-4 Å (850C sample) and a¼ 2.945± 4e-4 Å and
c¼ 4.64± 3e-2 Å (980C sample). The error on the c parameter of the
980C sample is large compared to the 850C sample because there is
significant uncertainty in the peak position due to the overlap be-
tween the peaks. Indexing Phase-3 as OR yields lattice parameters
of a¼ 2.956 ± 9e-4 Å, b¼ 5.05 ± 7e-4 Å, and c¼ 4.61 ± 3e-2 Å for
the 850C sample. The OR parameters could not be calculated for the
other heat-treated samples because the additional peaks are not
distinctly visible in the un-strained XRD patterns.

To further characterize Phase-3, selected area electron diffrac-
tion (SAED) was performed on laths within the martensite region,
i.e. regions which are not primary a lamellae (Fig. 2b and c). Circles
show the size of the SAED apertures used to produce the diffraction
pattern in Fig. 2d and e. The SAED pattern in Fig. 2d can be clearly
indexed using the a0 lattice parameters calculated fromXRD, shown
in Table 2. However, using smaller apertures, several laths were
identified which could not be well-indexed by the a or a0 lattice
parameters. These laths are suspected to belong to Phase-3. The
SAED pattern in Fig. 2e comes from the circled area marked “1” in
Fig. 2c. Using the lattice parameters calculated from XRD, the spots
can be indexed as either OR or HCP with a 3% and 30% indexing
error, respectively.

In other words, XRD and SAED show the presence of a third
phase, but cannot definitively determine its crystallographic



Fig. 1. Microstructure of the 900C sample: (a) IPF and IPF map (w.r.t the build direction) of the a lamellae surrounded by dark grey martensite; (b) TEM dark-field contrast
micrograph of the martensite region between a lamellae; (c) IPF map from transmission kikuchi diffraction of the martensite region.
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structure. Considering Phase-3 to be HCP implies that two chemi-
cally distinct a0 martensites are formed during quenching, which
has never been reported in literature, or that a secondary a forms in
the martensite regions. Since Phase-3 diffracts at lower angles than
the primary a and a0 peaks, there must be differences in chemical
composition and/or residual stresses. A secondary a phase, so-
called am, has been observed in Tie6Ale4V martensite as the
result of a massive transformation at near-quench cooling rates
[40]. However, the observed am had nearly identical chemistry and
lattice structure to the a0 martensite, so it is difficult to explain the
large difference in XRD peak positions. Secondary a has also been
previously observed as planar interface complexions in martensite
[41], but such phenomena are known to be related to diffusion-
controlled processes [42e44] and should not have occurred dur-
ing a quench.

The small indexing error of the SAED spots, on the other hand,
suggests that Phase-3 is OR a00 martensite. The lattice parameters
are indeed similar to the a00 phase observed in Tie6Ale6Ve2Sn
Table 2
Lattice parameters of the a and a0 phases measured by synchrotron XRD.

Sample a lamellae a0 laths

a (Å) c (Å) a (Å) c (Å)

850C-2h-WQ 2.928± 7e-6 4.675± 5e-3 2.881± 7e-4 4.647± 4e-2
900C-2h-WQ 2.928± 6e-6 4.678± 8e-6 2.883± 3e-4 4.654± 1e-4
950C-2h-WQ 2.929± 3e-6 4.686± 1e-5 2.894± 3e-3 4.659± 3e-4
980C-2h-WQ 2.927± 5e-5 4.686± 8e-5 2.899± 4e-4 4.659± 4e-4
(a¼ 2.95 Å, b¼ 5.00 Å, and c¼ 4.63 Å). The phase forms as a dis-
torted HCP structure at high b -stabilizer solute content, which
explains its location in the martensite. This martensite has been
reported in Tie6Ale4V when quenching from starting tempera-
tures of 800�Ce900 �C [45], a temperature range through which all
of the heat treatments in this study pass during the water quench.
However, it has never been reported in combination with a0

martensite.
In summary, more advanced methods are required to charac-

terize the crystallography of Phase-3. It is suggested that atom
probe tomography could potentially identify short-range chemical
differences in the martensite regions that could not be identified by
standard energy dispersive methods. Our study, however, focuses
on explaining the enhanced work hardening observed in this
Tie6Ale4V due to the load sharing between the a, a0, and Phase-3.

3.1.3. Mechanical behavior
The true stress-strain curves until necking or fracture and the

evolution of the work hardening exponent nincr ¼ dln s=dln ε are
shown in Fig. 3. As in the study of de Formanoir et al. [18], the
annealed samples show significant increases in work hardening
and ultimate tensile strength as compared to the as-HIP'ed sample.
The trends are also the same: as annealing temperature (and thus
martensite region volume fraction) increases, 0.2% yield strength
(Rp0.2) and ultimate tensile strength also increase. Unfortunately,
stress concentrations outside of the gauge section caused the pre-
mature fracture of the 850C, 900C, and 950C samples at 4%, 5%, and
7%, respectively. Nevertheless, we believe that it is unlikely that
new work hardening mechanisms will appear beyond 4e5% strain



Fig. 2. (a) XRD profiles of the un-strained heat treated samples. Insets highlight scattering angles where Phase-3 peaks were observed; (b) TEM bright-field micrograph of
martensite region showing the location of a, a0 , and Phase-3 identified by SAED; (c) Magnified view of suspected Phase-3 laths; (d) SADP of a0 showing hexagonal rings; (e) SAED
pattern of Phase-3 lath 1 from Fig. 2c, which can be indexed by either OR or HCP lattice parameters calculated from XRD.
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so the behaviors observed here represent a complete picture of the
work hardening in the material.

3.2. Deformation of the 900C sample

3.2.1. Load sharing between phases: In situ XRD
As the samples were deformed in situ, additional reflections of

Phase-3 were observed near additional HCP reflections, as shown
for example near the f10:2g reflection in Fig. 4. Initially, the XRD
line profile can be well-described by two peaks, f10:2g a and a0

(Fig. 4a). However, after ~650MPa applied stress, it is not possible
to fit the XRD profile with less than three peaks. As the deformation
proceeds the peaks shift relative to one another due to the me-
chanical differences between the phases (Fig. 4 b,c). The full video
of the evolution of the f10:2g and f11:0g reflections is available as
supplementary material online.

It is clear that the Phase-3 peak near f11:0g a is present from the
initial microstructure. On the other hand, the appearance of the
third peak in Fig. 4 implies that this peak is either (i) present from
the initial microstructure but overlapped by the f10:2g a peak, or
(ii) appears during loading, e.g. by grains rotating into diffraction
condition. Above 650MPa, the three peaks evolve independently of
one another, directly implying that they each belong to a me-
chanically distinct set of grains. It is suspected that these additional



Fig. 3. (a) True stress, true strain curves until necking or fracture and (b) work hard-
ening exponent nincr as a function of the strain for the samples tested with in situ XRD.
The cutoff line in (b) is Considere's criterion for necking.

Fig. 4. Peak evolution of the 900C sample near the f10:2g HCP reflection (a) in the
initial (unloaded) state, (b) just after macroplastic yield, and (c) at the end of loading.
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peaks are Phase-3 peaks because of their similar mechanical
behaviour to the f11:0g a peak.

The evolution of the elastic lattice strains (εhk:lÞ as a function of
applied stress are shown in Fig. 5 for a few fhk:lg grain families of
the three phases. Grain families having a peak position in a similar
2q range are plotted together. As it is uncertain whether Phase-3 is
OR or HCP, the Phase-3 grain families will be named as follows: P3.1,
which could be either f11:0g secondary a or f200g a00; P3.2, which
could be either f10:2g secondary a or f112g a00; and P3.3, which
could be either f20:3g secondary a or f300g a00. The f10:1g, f20:0g,
f11:2g, and f20:1g HCP reflections show significant overlap be-
tween a, a0, and Phase-3 peaks in the initial microstructure so it is
difficult to uniquely fit the peaks. The peak broadening (DFWHM)
of the f10:0g a, f10:0g a0, f11:0g a, and P3.1 grain families is shown
in Fig. 6. The error bars for f11:0g a are too small to be shown
(dðDFWHMÞ<±0:001). The elastic lattice strain and FWHM evolu-
tion in Figs. 5 and 6 are only shown as far as the diffraction peaks
could be uniquely fit; i.e. depending on the reflection, they are not
necessarily shown for the full loading.

The following can be deduced from the development of the
elastic lattice strains and peak broadening of the three phases:

Elastic regime: Below applied stresses of ~300MPa, εhk:l
changes linearly for all phases (Fig. 5), suggesting that all phases
behave elastically.
Microplastic regime: Between ~300MPa and Rp0.2¼ 760MPa,
a0 and Phase-3 both seem to shed load, however with important
differences: peak broadening is observed for the a0 peaks (Fig. 6a)
but not for Phase-3 peak P3.1 (Fig. 6b). This behavior can be
explained by load sharing within the martensite region. As stress is
applied, intergranular stresses are redistributed between the
Phase-3 laths and some a0 laths plastify. The lattice strain of some a

reflections starts deviating before reaching Rp0.2, suggesting early
plastification of somewell-oriented grains. This is confirmed by the
peak broadening e.g. in the f10:0g and f11:0g grain families in
Fig. 6b.

Plastic regime: Above Rp0.2¼ 760MPa, the a phase plastifies:
some grain families shed load strongly, e.g. f10:2g and f20:3g
(Fig. 5d and e), while other grain families continue to take load, e.g.
f11:0g and f10:0g (Fig. 5b and c). Within the martensitic regions,



Fig. 5. (a) Applied stress, true strain curve and (bee) lattice strain evolution of several grain families for the 900C sample. The same stresses are marked on each graph for
comparison.
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the a0 laths do not take more load. Instead, the load is rapidly taken
by Phase-3 (Fig. 5) accompanied by a rapid peak broadening (Fig. 6).

The a grain families that shed load in the plastic regime depends
on which families are plastically “soft,” i.e. which have the most
grains deforming by low critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) slip
mechanisms. While it is well understood that Tie6Ale4V is plas-
tically anisotropic, the relative strengths of the deformation
Fig. 6. Peak broadening of the (a) f11:0g and (b) f10:0g grain families in the 900C
sample. The same stresses as in Fig. 5 are marked for comparison.
mechanisms is currently under debate. Crystal plasticity simula-
tions and electron microscopy studies [46e48] have estimated that
a slip on prismatic planes (Pria) is the easiest, followed closely by
basal a slip (Baa) with a CRSSBaa ~1.1� higher than CRSSPria. By
contrast, more recent studies by high-energy XRD suggest that Baa
slip is the weakest system, with CRSSPria ~1.1-1.2� higher than
CRSSBaa [49e51]. The activation of a slip on first-order pyramidal
planes (Pyr1sta) is considered third weakest, although its activity is
debated to occur and many studies omit it altogether. However, all
studies agree that a -type slip is moderately to significantly weaker
than cþ a slip on pyramidal planes. Thus, families withmany grains
well-oriented for low-CRSS Pria or Baa will be plastically “softer”
than other families.

The Schmid Factor (SF) has been shown to be a relevant pre-
dictor of slip activity in a single Tie6Ale4V crystallite once it has
plastified [52]. However, each grain family consists of a wide range
of crystallite orientations with respect to the loading direction. This
is diagrammed for the f10:2g grain family as an example in Fig. 7a.
Thus, the SF distribution for potentially active slip mechanisms is
calculated for all possible orientations contributing to each grain
family (Fig. 7bee). The CRSS of each slip mechanism relative to
CRSSPria from crystal plasticity simulations [46,47] is shown in
Fig. 7f. Only the highest SF from all possible slip systems is shown
for each slip mechanism.

From Fig. 7, the f10:0g and f11:0g grain families likely contain a
mix of plastically “soft” and “hard” grains. Grains with qc�axis <25
deg. are plastically hard, with SFs below 0.35 for all a -type slip
mechanisms, and only grains with qc�axis >45 deg. (>60 deg. for
f11:0g) deform by the slip mode with the lowest CRSS, Pria slip. The
change in the XRD peak shows that the ensemble behavior of these
grains takes load. Conversely, all grain orientations possibly
contributing to the f20:3g and f10:2g (Fig. 6h and i) reflections are
plastically soft (SF> 0.35 for either Pria or Baa slip in every grain),
explaining the significant load-shedding observed in the families.

The load transfer trends observed between a, a
0
, and Phase-3

for the 900C sample are also occurring in samples that under-
went different heat treatments. The effect of the heat treatment on



Fig. 7. (a) Schematic of possible crystallite orientations that contribute to the f10:2g grain family and their relationship to the loading direction and Q; (bee) Maximum SF dis-
tributions for Baa, Pria, and Pyr1sta slip for all possible grain orientations contributing to the XRD signal for each grain family.
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the mechanical properties will be described later, in Section 3.a 3.

3.2.2. Strain partitioning between phases: In situ HRDIC
In situ HRDIC was performed during interrupted tensile loading

of dogbones treated at 900C to further understand the strain par-
titioning between the phases. The strain maps from an OPS-
speckled sample are shown in Fig. 8. The boundaries between the
a lamellae and martensite regions have been highlighted in black.
The maps show that strain is accommodated primarily by the
martensite regions early in the deformation (Fig. 8bed), as ex-
pected from the XRD (Fig. 8bef). The strain in the martensite is
distributed throughout the regions. However, it is not homoge-
neous but instead localized at the interfaces between the a lamellae
and martensite regions. By contrast, strainwithin a single a lamella
Fig. 8. (a) BSE micrograph of the initial microstructure with a lamellae (dark grey) surroun
loading. Approximate locations of the grain boundaries have been highlighted in black.
is not homogeneously distributed but instead localized in planar
slip bands.

In situ HRDIC was also performed on a gold-speckled sample to
capture more details on the deformation behavior at a higher
magnification. In Fig. 9, four adjacent strain maps have been
stitched together to show a larger area. Arrows in the BSE micro-
graph (Fig. 9a) indicate four particularly large laths in the
martensite region. The local strain evolution in the martensite re-
gions described in Fig. 9 appears much less homogeneous than
what was observed in the OPS-speckled map. High strain concen-
trations are observed at a grain boundaries because of the strain
mismatch between the εpl ¼ 0:82% lamellae and martensite re-
gions. Strain appears to accumulate preferentially at lamellae ori-
ented near 45� to the loading direction.
ded by martensite regions (light grey); (b)e(f) HRDIC strain maps at various stages of



Fig. 9. (a) BSE micrograph of the initial microstructure with a lamellae (dark grey) surrounded by martensite regions (light grey); (b) IPF map of the examined region; (c)e(f) HRDIC
strain maps at various stages of loading.
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By a, slip bands appear already in several εpl ¼ 01:63% lamellae
(Fig. 9c). Between εpl ¼ 2:40% (Fig. 9e) and (Fig. 9f), very few new
slip bands are forming. Instead, existing slip bands grow and
intensify, as in grain 9. This implies that dislocations are nucleating
and gliding on slip planes which are already active. The single slip-
dominated behavior of the a phase has been previously docu-
mented in Ti alloys and the active slip mechanism is shown to be
well-predicted by SF analysis [52e54]. Slip trace analysis of the
strain maps confirms that low-CRSS Pria and Baa slip account for
the majority of the slip traces.

Within the martensite region, strain localizations appear along
interfaces of several martensite laths (marked by arrows in Fig. 9e).
Strain accumulates preferentially at the larger laths, in particular
with their major axis oriented near 45� to the loading direction. The
intensity of these concentrations increases rapidly with increasing
load and can be a source for the nucleation and growth of micro-
cracks within the martensite regions.
3.2.3. Post-mortem electron microscopy characterization
TEM micrographs of the deformed 980C sample are shown in

Fig. 10aec. The 980C sample is shown because it had particularly
large a0 laths that could be examined for the dislocation structure.
Only a single active slip system is observed in the a lamellae, shown
in Fig. 10b. The dislocations are more densely packed at the grain
boundary than at the center of the grain, suggesting that they are
nucleating from the interface and travelling into the grain [55]. The
pile-up of these dislocations are responsible for the very localized
strain bands observed in the HRDIC (Figs. 8 and 10). By contrast, a
forest of dislocations is observed in the a0 lath (Fig. 10c) typical of
high work hardening materials. The a0 lath contains several twins
which are suspected to have formed during the b/ a0 martensite
transformation [19].

The TEM observations in Fig. 10aec suggest that slip trans-
mission between the martensite regions and the a lamellae hardly
occurs. Only in cases where 1) the width of the martensite region
between adjacent a lamellae is narrow and 2) these lamellae have
the same crystallographic orientation, shearing can occur across
the martensite regions. This is seen in electron contrast channelling
imaging (ECCI) micrograph of the deformed 900C sample in
Fig. 10d.
3.3. The role of the heat treatment temperature

The qualitative trends presented for the 900C sample are
consistent for all heat treatments. However, the yield stress and
work hardening of the grain families varies with heat treatment
(Fig. 3). The elastic lattice strain evolutions of the f10:0g a and a0

and the f11:0g a and P3.1 grain families for all heat treatments are
shown in Fig. 11. The slightly different behavior of the f10:0g a peak
in the 950C sample compared to the other heat treatments is
probably a fitting artefact due to the overlap of a low intensity
Phase-3 peak with f10:0g a. As the annealing temperature and thus
martensite region volume fraction increases, the following trends
can be observed:

(1) The yield strength of all phases increases. For every 5% in-
crease in martensite ða0 þ Phase�3Þ vol. fract., the yield
strength of the a lamellae increases ~30MPa and that of the
a

0
laths increases ~60MPa.

(2) The macroscopic applied stress at which Phase-3 sheds load
seems to be independent of heat treatment. The width of the
P3.1 peak stays relatively constant up to Rp0.2, implying that
the phase is not plastifying but instead shedding load due to
delamination between the martensite regions and the a

lamellae.

The primary effect of annealing at different sub- b transus
temperatures is to change the volume fraction and chemical
composition of the phases. Chemical partitioning of solute ele-
ments Al and V decreases with annealing temperature. Thus, after



Fig. 10. (a) TEM micrograph of the 980C sample after 12% strain; (b) Magnified view of forest dislocation structure in a large a0 lath; (c) Magnified view of dislocation pileups on
single slip systems at the interfaces of an a lamella; (d) ECCI image of the 900C sample after 5% strain.
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the quench, there is a higher concentration of Al in a0 at higher
annealing temperatures [56]. Al is the primary solid solution
strengthening element for Tie6Ale4V [57,58] and can explain the
observed increase in the yield strength of the a0 phase. The higher
annealing temperatures also result in a larger volume fraction of
the martensite regions. The combination of these two effects result
in more load being taken by the martensite regions and less load
being felt by the a lamellae. Thus, it takes a higher applied stress to
cause yield in the a lamellae. The result is that the macroscopic
yield stress increases as the annealing temperature is increased.
4. Discussion

The mechanical properties of the EBM þ heat-treated
Tie6Ale4V come from the synergistic behavior between three
mechanically distinct phases: a lamellae and a composite
martensite region consisting of laths of a0 and a third hard phase.
The enhanced work hardening can be attributed to a progressive
load sharing and plasticity of the phases. The findings are sum-
marized below:

1. Below 300MPa, the linear evolution of the elastic lattice strains
suggest all phases are deforming elastically.

2. Between 300MPa (~0.4Rp0.2) and Rp0.2¼760MPa, the elastic
lattice strains show that themartensite composite takes less load
compared to the elastic region. HRDIC shows that strain is inho-
mogeneously accommodated in themartensite regions and large
strain mismatches develop at the interfaces of a lamellae and
martensite regions ða0 þPhase �3Þ , suggesting local delamina-
tion. The a0 laths begin to plastify, resulting in peak broadening,
while the P3.1 peak width stays relatively constant, suggesting
that the phase has not begun to plastify yet. The lattice strain
evolution of the a lamellae deviates slightly from linearity sug-
gesting that a fewwell-oriented grains begin to plastify. This also
results in a slight peak broadening. The collective behavior of the
three phases results in high work hardening rates at low strains.

3. Above Rp0.2¼760MPa, the elastic lattice strains show that
plastically soft a grain families begin shedding load, which is
redistributed to the harder a grain families and Phase-3. The
latter behaves as the hardest phase and takes significant load as
shown in Fig. 11. Work hardening in the sample comes from the
pile-up of dislocations in the a lamellae. The sudden increase in
FWHM of P3.1 (Fig. 6) suggests Phase-3 deforms or comes under
a huge intergranular stress. In this regime, strain localizations
develop within the martensite at the interfaces of the larger
laths. These strain localizations can eventually lead to crack
propagation and failure.

4. As annealing temperature increases, the macroscopic yield
stress and UTS increase, which can be explained by the higher
volume fractions of martensite ða0 þPhase�3Þwhich takes more
load and delays the onset of plasticity in the a lamellae.

5. For every 5% increase in martensite region volume fraction, the
yield strength of the a lamellae and a

0
laths increases ~30MPa

and ~60MPa, respectively.



Fig. 11. Elastic lattice strain evolution of the (a) f11:0g and (b) f10:0g grain families for all heat treated samples. The dashed black lines serve as a guide for the eye.
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The 850C and 900C samples have yield strengths lower than
that of the as-HIP'ed (Fig. 3a). This was also noted in Ref. [18] where
it was proposed to be due to the presence of soft a00 martensite,
although the phase was not observed. Our findings suggest that the
yield strength is related to the plastic yield of the a lamellae that
results from the early load shedding of the martensite regions
ða0 þ Phase�3Þ , where the a

0
martensite behaves plastically soft.

At lower annealing temperatures, the martensite regions transfer
load earlier to the a lamellae, causing the lower yield stress of the a
phase and thus lower macroscopic yield stress.

4.1. Mechanically hard behavior of Phase-3

As mentioned earlier, Phase-3 can be indexed as either OR or
HCP. The SAED from selected laths shows a better fit for OR, sug-
gesting that Phase-3 is a00 martensite. However, a00 martensite is
conventionally considered a “soft” phase with low yield strength
and high ductility [45]. XRD observations of Tie7%Mo (wt.) by
Ivasishin et al. [59] showed that a00 peaks merged into a single peak
after deformation, suggesting that soft behavior of the martensite is
due to the transformation of the OR structure to an HCP structure.
Our in situ XRD observations, however, show distinct Phase-3 peaks
throughout the deformation so there is no evidence for such a
transformation. OR phases in other materials have been shown to
be plastically hard, such as cementite particles in bainitic steel [60],
but such behavior has never been reported for a00 martensite in Ti
alloys.

Conversely, considering Phase-3 as a third HCP phase, then the
hard mechanical behavior could then be explained by the large
lattice parameters and the small size of the laths. Compared to the a
and a0 phases, Phase-3 would have the largest a lattice parameter.
The low-CRSS deformation mechanisms of Tie6Ale4V involve a
slip on basal and prismatic planes, which would be hindered by the
larger a lattice parameter. Additionally, the Phase-3 laths are
approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the a lamellae,
which would lead to an additional Hall-Petch hardening effect
compared to the primary a phase.

Regardless of its structure, the presence of an additional hard
phase plays a key role in the enhanced ductility in the 980C sample
and in the materials prepared by de Formanoir et al. [18]. Previ-
ously, Matsumoto et al. [25] were able to achieve UTS> 1200MPa
and elongation before failure of ~14% in a dual-phase aþ a0 Ti-6AL-
4V. They attribute the enhanced ductility to the reduced strain
incompatibility and increased slip transmission between two HCP
phases, which allows the sample to strain without a significant
work hardening after 1e2% plastic strain. Conversely, the work
hardening in this study and observed by de Formanoir et al. in
Ref. [18] remains relatively high over the entire deformation and
there is no evidence that slip transfer occurs between the
martensite and a grains. In this regime the lattice strains show that
Phase-3 shares load with the a grains, which allows the a lamellae
to continue to deform and work harden.
5. Conclusion

The origin of a high work hardening in Tie6Ale4V alloys pre-
pared by EBM was characterized using in situ XRD and HRDIC.
Samples were post-treated with a sub- b transus anneal followed
by water quenching (described in Ref. [18]) to produce a micro-
structure of a lamellae surrounded by regions of martensite. The
martensite regions are shown to have a composite structure due to
the presence of a third, hard phase previously unidentified in this
material. The enhanced work hardening and extended plasticity is
explained by a gradual load transfer between the three phases: load
transfer from the a lamellae to the martensitic regions and load
transfer between the two phases present in the martensitic region.
Strain partitioning is inhomogeneous at the micro scale and
delamination between the three phases is observed which will
eventually lead to failure.
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